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Unity 3.2.0.0 De Minimis Changes 

The following matrix highlights optional manufacturing and field service component Engineering Change 

Orders (ECO) submitted and approved for use with ES&S Unity 3.2.0.0. Based on the review of the 

documentation and recommendations provided by iBeta Quality Assurance on February 1, 2010 EAC has 

determined that the changes are so minor in nature and effect that they do not require additional 

testing, EAC therefore approves the changes as de minimis. 

 

ECO Number ECO Classification ECO Description 

ECO 000315  Clerical Change 
DS200 Ballot Box - Added part number for adhesive spray glue 
used to hold foam insert to inside cover of DS200 Carry Case. 

ECO 000339  Design Change 

DS200 Ballot Box - Rivets and Washers are used to secure the 
thicker foam inside the lid of the DS200 Carrying Case. The 
thicker foam is to prevent the DS200 from shifting inside the 
Case during transport. The washers prevent the rivets from 
sinking into the foam. 

ECO 000342  Design Change 
DS200 Ballot Box - Existing door panels, hinges and caster 
plate changed from plastic to metal in conjunction with ECO  
000337 and ECO 000366 

ECO 000337  Clerical Change 

DS200 Ballot Box- Part number and hardware rev changed to 
reflect door panels, hinges and caster plate change from 
plastic to metal components in conjunction with ECO 000342 
and ECO 000366 

ECO 000366  Design Change 
DS200 Ballot Box - Existing door panels, hinges and caster 
plate changed from plastic to metal in conjunction with ECO 
000342 and ECO 000337 

http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bC16C1067-F10E-4700-9D34-1B57518A854E%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b57885097-5A8A-4A35-AC2F-883828ACD3F8%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b74A3E2BE-299D-498A-A6F7-35F80551A03B%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b9EC1BFBB-9183-471F-AD41-47E3D072AADB%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bD404CD62-009F-4B1D-B586-3B8637E8BD8A%7d
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ECO Number ECO Classification ECO Description 

ECO 000375  Clerical Change 
DS200 Carry Case - Part number and hardware rev changed to 
reflect new components in conjunction with ECO 000339 and 
ECO 000359 

ECO 000423  Clerical Change 
DS200 Ballot Box - Cardboard partitions used to ship DS200 
Ballot Box changed to reduce shipping damage. 

ECO 839  Clerical Change 
DS200- Internal Compact Flash card label is updated by 
manufacturer. Compact Flash card functionality is unchanged. 

ECO 000466  

Alternate Manufacturer 
(2nd Source) 

DS200 Ballot Box - Screw and nut used to bolt caster to ballot 
box requires a second source for purchasing. 

ECO 000529  Clerical Change 

DS200 Carry Case - Remove Micro Switch, bracket, and switch 
cable from the DS200 Carry Case. These components included 
in original design were never used in operation of DS200 or 
DS200 Ballot Box. 

ECO 000535  Clerical Change 

DS200 - Updates made to improve manufacturing process 
include: Cable clamps, cloth tape, labels. Also see ECO-
000566 

ECO 000545  Design Change 
DS200- Internal cables have labels added or modified to 
improve manufacturing process. 

http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b1BF49E66-E2AD-404A-9FF5-B15C0E9DC945%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b218D65E0-D425-40C6-9AEA-270AA1FD7075%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b940ED23C-A9BF-4595-A7F7-A216BDA48BD3%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bFD531242-A8A1-45DF-B210-CA63B8C40930%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bCFE8D979-D57B-4955-802F-89BBA0CEAF79%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bED608D54-39B5-4FB7-867A-FEA3C84D1FBB%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bF23634A7-24F1-48A2-8A53-0DBBDD158FC1%7d
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ECO Number ECO Classification ECO Description 

ECO 000554  Design Change 
DS200 - A different adhesive is used to hold a mylar spacer in 
place on the Contact Image Sensor. 

ECO 000562  Clerical Change 
DS200 - Assembly documentation updated to improve 
manufacturing process 

ECO 000576  

End Of Life 
Component  

DS200 - End of Life component requires equivalent 
replacement. Component is a Coil-Craft Inductor used in 
DS200 Power Management Board. 

ECO 000570  Design Change 
DS200 - Internal cable assemblies changed to use multicolor 
wires to improve manufacturing process. Screw types changed 
to Phillips types to improve manufacturing process. 

ECO 000566  Clerical Change 
DS200 - Updates made to improve manufacturing process 
include: Cable clamps, cloth tape, labels. Also see ECO 000535 

ECO 000523  Clerical Change 
DS200 - Updates made to assembly documentation and 
stronger tape used internally to improve manufacturing 
process. 

ECO 000534  Design Change 
DS200 - Smaller cable clamp used to improve securing of 
internal cable. 

ECO 000582  Design Change 
DS200 -  Changes made to internal printer bracket to improve 
printer door and printer roller fit 

http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b8B1045D2-2369-4BC3-B45A-30C69DA2DF1F%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bD661800F-FE4C-41B4-B587-EE712465BA43%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b4405A172-B55F-4E5C-8CC9-3850F5ABAF22%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bAC6D08A1-6B30-4BCB-B1C3-EEF00B082797%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bD4DB1D11-9D5E-457A-8C31-2B587E8EEFC9%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b5E00AFC6-3CAB-4DF6-9591-EA469F9E63DC%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bC27DB312-B908-4572-B9C4-5ACF5511CDEC%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b53475A8B-AC08-46F6-8639-0068836DE6C7%7d
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ECO Number ECO Classification ECO Description 

ECO 000618  Clerical Change 
DS200 Ballot Box - Corrects the content of the hardware 
revision label on the ballot bin and carrying case. Previous 
content included manufacturer's numbers not ES&S' 

ECO 851  Clerical Change 
DS200 - Correct part numbers supplied by manufacturer of 
USB memory sticks. In conjunction with ECO 838.  

ECO 845 Design Change 

Steel Ballot Box - A better quality caster is used for the Steel 

Ballot Box. The newer casters have an inner bearing assembly. 

 

ECO 836 Design Change 

Steel Ballot Box - Add Retractable Security Pin to the Steel 

Ballot Box when a DS200 Tabulator is used in conjunction with 

the Steel Ballot Box. The pin keeps the DS200 Tabulator 

captive and as far forward in the docking area so that the 

Ballot Exit opening is not exposed. This action is to keep any 

uncounted ballot from being intentionally inserted into the 

Ballot Exit opening and bypassing the DS200 Tabulator. The 

pin also will accommodate the M100 Tabulator. 

 

 

http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7bA82775C2-5822-4DD1-823F-2C497239B7FB%7d
http://essomaesy1/synergy/docs/EPRequest.asp?Action=1&ID=%7b5A8F8CC2-EAD4-46F8-B964-6CF8E4CC75A2%7d

